
Oh, That Story      

 

He never stopped keeping at it, got to give him credit for that 

even after he had nothing to say, just a style in which to say it, 

of coy incongruity, making believe he was some yokel of the avant garde, 

some oddly costumed girl fallen onto the pizza, which could be a phrase of his, 

oh ho, we all know “pizza” how did that get into the poem? 

I never met him, where would I meet him, that kind man. 

I saw him read, it was monotonous, he said it was important 

that no one know his interpretation, which would be given away 

if he put stress on particular words rather than on others, so 

he placed no stress, the recitation was most relaxing, I could feel 

my neck unfolding as if in a poetic session of Alexander Technique, 

I felt my joints increasing their distances from each other, my pelvis 

separating from my spine, and when I envisioned the poem,  

which was rather long, I saw only an unscrolling whiteness, 

and the poem continued as if it weren’t there, so how could I 

interpret it? I could only with some diffidence extend myself 

toward the whiteness, which I intend, I think, with no racial 

signifying, but in the sense both of blankness, primarily, and also 

that “whiteness of the whale” oversignifying, the nothing that 

could be all. But in this case, I don’t know in that my extended self 

positioned in an openness of atmosphere, detached from body, 

actually grew a body around it, right there in the air and–fucking Christ!-- 

there was the poet still reading unvariously his promulgation  

of consonances cheerfully redacting themselves. 

It was I who was nowhere; everything else was finding its place 

as if a meeting had just been called to order. 

Everyone in the room looked sage and satisfied. 

And I, it seemed from a great distance, was yelling... 

[Bad lines follow and are extracted.] 

“Daddy!” I heard someone call, but time circled past another promenade 



and the puppies gathered wagging and chortling around the food bowl. 

Magically good lines follow, but I can’t remember them. 

 

I never met him, where would I meet him. 

And I never met him either, and I never met her and I 

never met him or him. I did meet him once and he thought 

first I could be of some use to him and then that I wasn’t 

very smart. And him I had as a teacher but I didn’t make 

much impression. And I met her and it was very nice,  

I liked her as much as I liked her poems. And him I met 

and didn’t like him but he was old and his talent was declining. 

And her I met and we’re actually friends, kind of.  

And him I met but he doesn’t count, for several reasons. 

And I met him and I don’t care what anyone says, he was  

a mediocre poet and a terrible teacher. And him, well I  

feel I did know him well, certainly as a teacher and he was excellent 

and that was good luck for me though he never bothered to help 

my “career,” such as it has been. And then of course there was him, 

that worthless shit who really did a lot of damage 

which I’m actually quite proud of having suffered. 

 

And I was never part of the New York poets scene, I was too shy 

and I didn’t even know where St. Marks Church was; and I  

wasn’t part of the literary scene at Columbia, those shits thought my 

poems were onanistic; and I never was in with the LANGUAGE gang  

because I didn’t know they existed till they became available for academic study; 

and obviously I never hooked up with any West Coast developments 

because I never visited the West Coast; and I didn’t know about 

contemporary Latin American poetry or contemporary French 

or German poetry; and I sent poems to magazines and they 

were always rejected and I sent them again and rotated them 

and rearranged them and actually, and this is the truth, 



they were always rejected; and I went to readings but never 

talked to anyone, just like I went to concerts but I wasn’t a musician 

or maybe I was a musician but who would know? 

 

Then there’s the story of how I didn’t have to kill myself,   

it wasn’t necessary to be mad, addicted to drugs, and this 

probably was because the new formulas of art had been worked out 

and so art accrued the garments of a profession, 

so we could, whatever our private problems, concentrate on writing 

and making a living, the two not seen as contradictory. 

The risks we took were not risks of life or death, being or not being, 

but just relative degrees of success or failure, as professionals 

in the field. And so the suicide rates of artists benevolently decreased. 

It’s in the early stages of poetic transformation that smashers 

of paradigms are more at risk. There’s also, of course, the matter 

of the role of psycho-pharmaceuticals in contemporary poetry, 

which may have a greater effect than we realize. 

 

But how did Ashbery live so long and apparently contentedly? 

His artist friends mostly did not. There was never a moment, 

I guess, when he was not looked on as a genius, not as a lunatic 

and despoiler. He was both gracious and self-contained. 

He had friends who admired him but were talented enough 

also to push him further. He had an aesthetic place and knew 

what it was. The social turmoil of his time did not, apparently, 

affect him much. He knew what his world was; it was language;  

it was the vectors of language through a variegated consciousness, 

entering as certain given shapes, passing through, and exiting 

excitedly, almost violently, inflected, in different shapes with  

different velocities and directions. Almost violently, but never 

actually violently. Should they have been violent? Should there 

have been anger, for instance? In all of his verbal motion 



and its refusal to stand still or accept a meaning one might 

hang on it, the delicious imbalance and intentional imprecision 

the way a painter blurs an image and creates, precisely, the smudge 

that gives the precise form that’s needed, and how can you talk 

of imprecision. 

 

Every frustration and misimpression or misprising, every inadvertence 

took its place on a potentially infinite scale that always 

stayed in balance no matter what speck on one side  

or enormous reptile or machine on the other... for, after all, 

somewhere out of view–or perhaps, today, we would speak 

of “dark matter”–there would be a countervailing, not reciprocal 

not mirroring not directly contrasting not a translation not a 

parallel construction... just a something else to be discovered 

that would both reinforce and refigure what had hitherto been considered 

both self-sufficient and poised on some verge of annihilation. 

 

And that was the violence, I guess– 

The labor of construction could be reversed, could be 

easily reversed. It was all so tentative, all in the spirit 

of an essay, a putting together, could be seen as a set of drafts. 

That it seemed final and formed on the page was an accident 

of his ear, he just had the gift of making things sound right 

and that disguised the spirit of dissolution that always inhabited 

and brought to life his sentences. (In Rachel’s “Drafts,” the 

sense of being blown apart is always evident, it’s part of the form). 

 

And so war, and racial violence and liberation, sexual violence 

and liberation, the revolution of women, the struggle to remake 

American culture, the American university... a reader would not 

quite know all this was happening. One would know that  

an enormous poetic voice had happened, there it was, listen! 



Stevens and Crane have been climbed up and over; surrealism 

and French modernisms enjoyed and reimagined; American  

colloquial language and the language of pop culture, their illuminating 

cliches and formulas embraced and rendered weird as they truly are. 

 

 

No, then, ok, I don’t believe it. I’ll see for myself, I guess. 

His “assistants” writing their recollections in Bomb. 

Or is it Bomb 2? My mentor recommended me and there I was 

in the house, listening to the typewriter and soon he 

dictated his letters and it was through me that his language 

reached other actually existing people. For seven years 

his warm references to wrongfully neglected filmmakers and composers 

filled me with profound yet understated satisfaction 

which only now, after his passing, can I reveal fully 

in a kind of ceremony in which I pin these emoto-cultural 

badges on myself. So many times I made him breakfast, 

and I will note that many times he smiled when he read 

the drafts of my poems. 

 

I approach in the space that he showed us.  

It would take me years to get out of that space. 

Or, I should say, it would have taken me years to 

have gotten out, had I gotten out. But I’m still in. 

Or, I see that the boundaries are malleable. I can push 

the form, I can cut the wall with a knife, I can press 

the living room into a theater of the unscrupulous, 

but all remains kind and prestigious, and I have created 

my own voice after all. 

 

It’s all so small and slightly strange. 

It’s all so intricate and triple-faceted, or quintuple, it would take 



if it were properly arrayed, and who really would know it 

if they saw it, a thousand pages, or at least several a day 

if one started early, observed the papers and blogs, perhaps took in 

a cartoon as respite, or, better, remembered one from that empty 

space constantly being filled of childhood. 

One would subcontract it all, 

or return, after all, to some single present moment 

of innocence, a moment of sudden entry, without vectors. 

In the greatness of one’s vision, one thinks surely someone else 

could also write this. Here... You give the half (or is it less?)- 

written holograph to a nice person you meet at a coffee shop-- 

someone who seems resourceful yet modest-- 

and say, let’s meet here next week. I will look different 

but you’ll know me, I’ll wear a hat that says “Archie and Veronica,” 

wait, no, that’s from something I thought I’d thrown away into 

a different poem; I’ll wear something you’ll recognize 

because it will be yours.  

 

Meanwhile, my old gruff visage with its still unmistakable  

signs of a just vanished smile will persist arduously 

yet full or ardor into your soul if ever you turn your eyes 

up from the page. Stay strong, old suffragette, 

your vote is safe with me, you are registered, enfranchised. 

 

Well, that was a mangle.  

The cat is chasing the bouncing ball. 

Can you determine if that is a true statement? 

It is plausible, yes, and it is no doubt happening somewhere, with some cat 

or other, but is it true here and now, as the statement is being uttered? 

And if so, or if not, does that change the sort of larger language event 

being enunciated in this space? 

Can we tell what is fact and what is opinion? And what is the status 



of judgement? The cat is chasing the ball–fact–as a kind of simulated 

hunting–opinion... opinion based on what? On a certain 

knowledge of cat behavior and motivation? Thus, this utterance 

is a judgement, an evaluation. But its specific truth probably 

cannot be determined. The status of the play of cats, 

to me at least, remains deeply mysterious regardless  

of any presumed knowledge. 

The barbarian saluditorians are sweeping into the public square 

to exchange their hostage birds for the riches of the town, 

but this demand will be denied and carnage will follow. 

None of this is true or even plausible, it is entirely fantastical 

and fantasy of a particularly dull sort in that it is impossible 

to care about any of the posited agents. 

Adjective noun verb preposition object-of-preposition infinitive 

direct object preposition object-of-preposition preposition 

object-of-preposition conjunction, etc. etc. OK. 

Carnage? Well again, like the cat, carnage is happening somewhere. 

Carnage is a word. Carnage comes from a root meaning “meat.” 

The transformation of living bodies into meat is happening somewhere. 

It is nice to feel detached from such an event. 

It is nice to have a sentence and a larger verbal structure that facilitates 

detachment. Why is this true? Is it a fact or an opinion? 

Seventh-grade public school teachers want to know. 

It is nice to have a detached meta-cargo. Detachment might actually 

be a figure of speech indicating feeling; it indicates that one might 

feel, or that someone else might, that there are circumstances (somewhere) 

conducive to strong feeling, and that outside the verbal structure 

one oneself might be so conduced and that it is our good fortune 

that we are not that one, that we are even in a state of almost 

Wordsworthian pre-recollection, that we are in a special moment 

just before some strong feeling might be recollected and so 

our tranquility will be disturbed by something not of that nature. 



We will not be tranquil, rest assured, for the surface of a pond 

on which beautiful insects scurry and dragonflies swoop down 

to gobble them is surely not tranquil. Our mental state will be 

of that order: active, predatory but on a tiny, inhuman scale, 

inordinately complex, of deep intensity. 

You look up from the page and a human presence is near you, its 

eyes and face, mouth in the preview of a smile, its whole visage 

one of warmth. It surprises you, all of it, you think, Holy Christ, 

that thing is alive! You think, how am I supposed to act? You put 

your hand up in greeting. The person responds by walking to you 

and embracing you. And this is a new kind of intricacy. 

Put it down already, you think; down, far down, or throw it 

as far as you can. The whole thing of kindness, the whole thing of desire, 

and how you can put the two together, or not put them together, 

and how there might somewhere be a sentence in which some of this 

is true. You feel your face changing as you think of this. 

 


